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This paper examines reliability, maintainability and
avai ability concepts. These are defined and given some
guidelines For their achievement including specific
considerations For maritime equipment. For any oF those
concepts practical programs ¥or Field application are
described. Anoverview about reliability data, including
either its sampling and treatment, is also given. Finally
somehelpful statistical techniques are introduced as well
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NTRODUCTIDN
Themainobjective of this dissertation on reliability
and other related concepts, maintainability and
availability, is to give a global view of those concepts
but avoiding their mathematical treatment. However, SONG
references on statistics and probability applications BVB
in:.uded. The author had two basic reasons to choose this
subject
1. The increasing role oF quality and related
concepts in Portuguese industries and other
activities mostly because oF the new European
economic market in 1992.
;. Sitter personal understanding oF which
considerations lead to the implementation oF
H ptimum maintenance procedures.
So this dissertation aims mostly at:
F‘ 5 Giving a global view oF the reliability concept;
b Makingthe basic connections amongreliability,
risk and sa¥ety;
.. Joint reliability, maintainability and availability
as a global concept in the achievement of quality;
4 Emphasizing the important role of data sampling and
its treatment as an essential Factor For:
A. design improvements;
3_ 5a;er and more proFitable equipment’s operation;
C. better communication among operators
manufacturers and certiFication bodies.
5. Giving some guidelines For the Plannifig 0;
reliability, maintainability and availability
programs and their applications.
5. The role of standardization in the achievement of
quality.
M55; 35 these points are not deeply investigated
F documentation;D—5 F‘ (ll (1 U
7. Documentation not updated;
3. Not easy to get documentation From manufacturers
and others;
4. Many books and manuals make either a very
theoretical treatment or are more or less
repetitions;
E
-. Fewbibliographies in these concepts.
The reliability in the maritime Field is developed
specifically when:cnFident documentation is available.
ThereFore there were no books available so the sources
“EVE m05t1Y a number oF articles and reports From some
specialized magazines. However, when the maritime
f\J
industries are not mentioned it is supposed that ideas and
concepts can be applied to them taking into account the
existent constraints and particular environmental
conditions.
The reliability and related concepts will have growing
applications in all areas oF industry being a recent




7. Peducticn oF maintenance levels;
4. Less spare parts used in time and number;
5. Better production quality.
However, reliability has manyrandom Factors associated
with it but the prime mover for its application are either
cost / beneFit considerations or saFety considerations.
Reliability will have an important role For the
achievement oF increasing control oF man over machine.
CHAPTER ONE
Risk, Safety and Reliability
1.1 - Risk and Safety
The concept of risk and its assessment has a very
important impact on the reliability level o¥ equipment,
systems and human networks. Risk can be de¥ined as the
potential hazard that people or equipment are subjected to
whenperForming their Functions or missions. The target
when dealing with risk is keeping it at the lowest level
meaning what was accepted either by project partners or by
ety. In all cases, the acceptable risk should be
iced, For e ample, capital costs due to stoppage oF
production, humancasualties, loss oF ship’s control, etc.
There have been many situations where the risk
supported by customers is very high not due to the
manufacturer's Fault but just because oF the late
developmentof the technological or scientiFic knowledge.
The application o? asbestos in manyindustrial processes,
after an extended use was considered a potential source oF
health risk to human beings. So many research procedures
were carried out leading to the development o¥ new
products. New environmental and industrial protective
legislation was also issued. This is a practical example
oF risk assessment and how to keep it at an acceptable
level.
The Function or mission o4 many people, mostly in
industry and public administration, is really keeping risk
at an acceptable level. This is usually carried out under
the context 0F cost and beneFit. However, the benefit
should not just mean a money process but an increasing
involvement to avoid: human casualties, pollution,
radiation and limitation of all potential sources oF
risks.
At present the treatment of risk concepts is not only
a question oF equipment concept and its development oF
design, that is to say, Finite elements, newmaterials,
newproduction methods, Fuel burning eFFiciency, interface
man and machine. So the emphasis must be made among
mankind, society, industry and environmental requirements.
Here can be pointed out the case oF diesel engines, where
mechanical reliability developments increases either the
availability or reduces the mechanical risks oF Failure.
However, this process is going along with the
technological developments trying to keep the noxious
emissions at acceptable levels so limiting the
environments risk.
lthcugh the engineering methods have had an
important impact on environmental conditions, it is not
the objective oF this paper to makethis analysis but it
is supposed that the application and development of
reliability engineering will give someuseful help to this
Field.
Risk has been assessed in an engineering sense so
engineers have to evaluate it during design phases long
before a product or equipment leaves he production
department For customer delivery. During the design
process, depending on the kind o¥ equipment, all risks by
using them must be assessed in detail. The engineering
design team must analyze the risks either oF the primary
Functions or those oF the secondary Functions. This means
assessing the design as a whole and issuing correct
speciFications. Nevertheless, in this approach should
Ul
also be considered the Following points:
Interfacing between subsystems;
Interfacing with environment;





Reliability and safety levels should be evaluated at
the design stage. However, they become an intrinsic part
of equipment at the following phases of manufacturing and
quality control. The operational phase is the testing
phase. During all these phases risk must be kept at levels
defined in design specifications. In field operations the
risk can be limited if the following points are observed
1. Correct maintenance.







"'1 . Operational cycle
Operator capacity
IE1 . Vibration.
From the above operator capacity must be mentioned. The
correct role of education and training for the labour
fcrce in charge of both operation and maintenance duties
must be the best method to maintain high levels of safety
and reliability during the equipment liFe cycle.
Particularly concerning saFety and reliability, it
sometimes seems we are Facing analogous concepts, because
they are concepts whose boundaries seem to interact to
some degree. However, they have an important Joint role
to avoid Failures or to keep them at acceptable levels
during the equipment liFe cycle. This means From the
point oF view oF reliability the achievement oF intrinsic
reliability ( mechanical equipment > or getting ‘the
highest mean time between Failures. 3aFety is more
concerned with loss oF property and human casualties, but
mostly equipmefit Failures lead to these situations. In
some well-deFined situations these concepts are
cooF1i:ting, ’or example. From the Pfiint oF view oF saFety
when a p.ecs oF equipment should be shut down. However,
: the cther hen: reliability claims that the application
oF a certain level oF maintenance and optimization oF
is must restore reliability levels and FulFil the
safety demands. Correct maintenance and correct operation
=- keeping reliability an saFety atfll lu [II [II (‘I [ll '.1 I P “I ,..u 5
le levels and getting the most out oF what was
ed at design and manuFacturing phases.
Fromthe view oF saFety either Failures or potential
zonditiets to Failure are not evaluated at the same level
oF importance. It is important to distinguish them
a:c:rdi:g to the level of probability to cause casualties,
taking special consideration iF -human beings are
T: :1ariFy this concept the Following case is an
example. Some equipment has been sold with a very low
level oF reliability introduced either in the design phase
or during the manuFacturing process. This type oF
equipment is generally Found on the market at very low
prices. However, that does not mean that all expensive
ones are eaFe and reliable. Poor designs are usually
E OFrisk ard are discarded at First Failure51:2‘ n" st:*.ar: 5 "
bec:u:e o-Fthe big potential damage and verv high “spa”
s‘s Much oF this equipment, because oF its low saFetyCO H ' '
1 1 is a potential source oF risk to all consumerseve ,
id 1 g mo tly the electrical and Fire ha2aFU5- SONGcons er n 5
tn-. industrial equipment is generallv 3 P°te""'-151 “Bko er
t people directly involved in the operations oro
processes.
The equipment during its useFul liFe does not keep
itselF at a Fixed level oF saFety introduced at the design
and manufacturing phases, even with correct operation and
maintenance. So the saFetY maV9i“5 degrade with time!
just considering its useFul 1iFe span. ThuS Fisk
increases naturally during the equipment 1iFe time.
However’ the incygagifig rate oF degradation is kept under
control iF the equipment’s operational speciFications are
observed.
isk evaluation oF equipment has an increasingly
important role on design. It is during this phase oF the
nception process that the right moment to keep the
h5:5FgCJ; Failure prcbability at the acceptable level.
he time to give emphasis on the selection oF
ety Features that meantrying to eliminate
most oF the potential hazardous sources. Firstly, by
designing intrinsic saFety and secondly, by applying
saFety devices. The target is to avofd hazardous Failures
leading to very high costs both in property and human
liFe. During this phase all materials must be speciFied
accurately to support the existing working conditions.
At this point such Factors such as, load, torques
stress, strength as well 35 the 5aFetY Factor or 5a;Ety
margin, according to environmental conditions must be
estimated. Other considerations, in risk evaluation and
acceptable saFety requirements are the establishment oF
correct saFe devices to avoid hazardous working conditions
to eliminate the casualties during operation. The control
oF dangerous Fluids, protection barriers not allowing Free
access to the machinery’s moving parts, relieF valves and
warning devices are very important measures to avoid
potential hazardous conditions.
According to the importance oF equipment or systems
the risk assessment will have more or less importance in
the design process and when essential specialized
engineering knowledge and skill to make accurate estimates
oF risk involved must be used. All PBODIBinVD1V€d in
a ctivities must be well aware oF all the risks
involved in executing their tasks and howto act in case
QFany hazardous situation. Here it is very essential to
have good inFormation as well as good training.
valuation of risk is not a newsubject. Large
amounts oF data have been collected From the historic
rsccrds :5 a huge quantity oF equipment and systems. At
present this process has been speeded up by widespread use
5 infckmatics and communications which allows the
developmentoF large databases, mostly in very critical
51:52 o: industry. Electronics, automation and high tech
ields have the highest priorities. However, For the time
sing all industrial Fields are more or less receiving
advantages From the use oF databases. Data, to be useFul,
' a very hard WDVHin sampling, selection, treatment
aud analysis. However, this is a non stop task due to the
continuous up~dating. So all this inFormation is a very
helpFul tool For decision-making to cope with risks.
Nevertheless, in some industrial Fields risk remains as an
important Factor oF concern.
In many areas of activity, the knowledge that has
been obtained is translated in technical legislation and
guigalines at the national and international levels
leading to the operational standardization oF methods,
materials, saFety measures, reliability evaluation. This
technical legislation and guidelines are usually called
"standards". However, they are not the most advanced
specifications that could be achieved in all areas oF
activity. In many cases they are only the minimum oF
technical acceptance but even at this level they are very
powerFul tools. Acceptance is generally reached with
agreement among various technical partners such as,
ro?==sioral associations. governments, industries, unions
‘II
and independent experts.
Standardization is primordial in getting the minimum
nd quality From engineering procedures and
commercialoperations. In industrialized countries there
is a very strong emphasis in the standardization process.
However, the worldwide dissemination of standards is
made by international organizations. Amongothers must be
'eIerenced the International Maritime Organization,
International Standards Organization and International
Electrotechnical Committee which are responsible For
important improvements in many engineering areas Focusing
on saFety protection. This process goes very deeply into
economicreasons at national and international levels.
Using the worldwide acceptable standards it is really
possible to use the same technical language with all the
advantages involved.
In the standardization process in the maritime Field
the relevant role play by the International Maritime
Organization and the classiFication societies as worldwide
regulating bodies in saFety and related areas must be
DDintedout. However,these classification societies are
10
. ' ‘developing oF rules andalso important partners in
guidelines For industries ashore.
1.2.1 —Standards in Reliability Engineering
In some industrialized countries, For example, France
, Japan. U.K., U.S.A., Germany, a certain number of
reliability standards some o¥ which are included in
maintenance and quality control Fields have been issued.
In France, some reliability standards have been
issued by QFNORand included in the industrial maintenance
field. Some o¥ these standards are mentioned brieFly
below.
1. Standard X50-S02 - December 1986
“Operatingreliability and after sales service”.
At that time this standard was not yet discussed
at ISO meetings.
4. Standard X06-S01 ~ September 1984
"Terminology relating to reliability,
maintainability and availability".
This standard. with some modiFications, is a
reproduction oF IEC publication S63/1986.
on Standard X60-S03 - November 1985
"Initiation into availability”
At IEC no international standard about this
subject exists.
7..
LI . he U.K. many standards From civil and military
sources have been issued - British Standards and Ministry
F Defense Standards Amongother things some oF them0 .
becauge o£ their importance are mentioned below.
1. Ministry of DeFense, DeF.Stan.0O-5
"seeign criteria For reliability, maintainability
and maintenance of land service material”
#Part1-General requirements
#Part2-Mechanical aspects
*Part3-Electrical and electronic aspects
4. Ministry of Defense, DeF.Stan.0O-41









*Partu—Reliability testing and screening
_. n.nistry oF DeFense, DeF.Stan.O0~4O
"Achievemento¥ reliability and maintainability"
*Part1~Managemsnt responsibilities and
requirements ¥or ’R & D programs and
plans“
4. British Standards Institution, B8 3527
"Glossary of terms used in data processing"
*Part4-Reliability, maintainability and
availability.
5. British Standards Institution, BS 5760
"Reliability of systems, equipment and
components"
*Part1-Guide to reliabilitv DV0QV3mmE
management.
#Part2~Guide to the assessment oF reliabi1itY­
#Part3-Guideto reliability practices: examples.
In the U.S.A. the worldwide prestigious standards
¢a11ed "US MlL—STD"have been issued. The British and
international standards ¥or reliability demonstrations are
based on “US MIL-STD781". The U.S.Department o¥ Defense
has issued three groups o¥ standards about sampling plans
and procedures For an equipment’s liFe testing. However,
a constant ¥ai1ure rate is assumed. TheY 3V9?
1. H 108
2. US MIL~STD—b9OB
"Failure rate sampling plans and procedures“
3. US MIL—STD-781C
‘Reliability testing For equipment development
qualification and production“.
B is a detailed standard concerning procedures
For equipmentqualification and production, running tests,
Failure rate records and quality requirements. MIL-STD­
781C is applied to components testing in repairable
equipment which is operating For periods oF time, ¥or
example, electronic devices, automation controls, electric
motors, etc. It is also useFul For testing assemblies,
systems or subsystems. All these assessments are based on
the constant.failure rate concept and, generally applied
in electronic reliability.
1,7 7 - Overview o¥ Reliability Standards and MethDdS
Applied by C1assiFication Societies
Here a brief interpretation how societies of
classification are applying the reliability concept
direct1y or indirectly is given. Among these are
mentioned the American Bureau of Shipping, GeFmaniSCheF
Lloyd, Lloyds Register o¥ Shipping, Bureau Veritas and Det
Norske Veritas.
In ABS rules, reliability requirements are not
specified directly in terms oF either MTBF ( mean time
between Failures ) or MTTR( mean time to repair ) but
generally the rules are emphasized in the safe structural
integrity QFships. However, in this society the role oF
quality control as an indirect important Factor For
achievement oF reliability is highlighted. Regarding
quality control, in ABS rules “ ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT"­
section :5 and "SHIPBDARD AUTOMATION” and "REMOTE
CONTROL”-section 41 must be point out. Testing
requirements in the achievement of saFety standards are
important points in all rules either in testing components
or systems and assemblies. They have important roles in
indirect evaluation oT the propulsion machinery
availability. In all testing requirements the
environmental conditions are ¥ocussed in detail the
environmental conditions. For example, shipboard
atmosphere conditions, heeling in all conditions of
stability, temperature limits, humidity limits, variation
of Fundamental electrical parameters and vibration in
terms oF amplitude and acceleration. ABSrules are silent
about quantitative reliability assessment For any
shipboard system.
Gsrmanischer Lloyd is applying reliability concepts
, . i - d equipment control to thein design 05 5U~°mat1°” an
but there are no applications For the sameengine room
t 5; equipment used in other ship areas‘ This Societywe '
‘ts own system ¥or assessment and certitication 0*uses 1
1. D-1i.y D; puipboard automation equipment. There arere 15 1 \- ""
several pieces OFequipment tested For reliability:
Main engine remote control;
- Emergencystopping and load reducing devices;







- Fault registration equipments;
Engineer"s call system.
The reliability assessment o¥ new automation systems are
made during the six months beFore issuing the initial
classiFi:ation —RULES FOR THE CLASSIFICATION
ANDCONSTRUCTIONOF SEAGOINBSTEEL SHIPS - the reliability
quirensnts For automation equipment are addressed
indirectly. However,the availability is accentuated by
iin oF redundancy For components and systems.
his society operates, in collaboration with shipping
companies manual collecting data systems on equipment
Failures in the automation Field. This data is processed,
being a very powerFul tool to assess the operational
reliability onboard ships and to detect unreliable
equipment. This data allows to select the manufacturers
and to help them in upgrading their quality control
standards. thus improving the Fleet's sa¥ety.
DETNDRSKEVERITAS has recognized reliability as an
_ . - - line and it has engineering teamsengineering d1SC1P
vorn
~ 1 exist the opinion considering re1iabi1itY “Qt 35 3ND)’ JBV5 '
n:ng in this Field. However, amongsome reliability
new engineering di5CiP1i“9 but 55 just 3 he1pFU1 tool in
many engineering FiB1d5­
¢=.i_...,i1i.y. has been used at DET NCJRSKEVERITAS with
success as an indepefident E”9i”99Vi”9 di5Cip1i”e' These
tE:hni'ues have been applied to large maritime equipment
data bases, collected in a ship"s operation, getting at
the same time important quantitative elements about
maintainability and repairability. The reliability at
component level has also been quantiFied. ReliabilitY
engineering work at DET NURSKEVERITASis applied either
10' 3 engine room automation equipment or to bridge and
navegation equipment.
In "RULES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF
STEELSHIPS", terminology associated with reliability
engineering, For e ample, reliability, availability, MTBF,
MTTR,etc are deFined.
SET HORSKE VERITAS requires that all equipment
manuFacturers must submit to this society all technical
documentation related to equipment reliability.
Sophisticated databases about Failures are managed by DET
NCRSKE VEPITAS From onboard ships reports. This
inFormation has been used to conduct surveys and quantiFy
reliability at systems and componentslevels. So it is
also a good source oF pressure on the manuFacturers
quality control methods.
The above methods oF reliability engineering are not
applied at "BUREAUVERITAS". However, the assessment oF
automation equipment has been done using indirect
reliability concepts as the other classiFication societies
mentioned above. Generally, reliability has been
1 t d either by the capacity oF recovery ¥rom someeva ua e
d. t d ;ai1urEe or Fromthe application of operationalpre ic e - _
d ePVi_5nmenta1testing. This society has been treatingan . :
~ ~ ' th t h beenmanual data bases orlglfiated °”b°3VU 5h1P5 3 ave
.__r”1 about type of Failures, their occurrence and
identification oF unreliable equipment­
gaiow is given a brief list of environmental tests




- Heat and humidity tests:
- Oil resistance test.
The last reFerence is LOYDS REGISTER OF SHIPPING.
Here reliability is identiFied at the system level rather
than component level. The certi¥ication oF automation
equipment is issued considering the redundancy concepts in
case of Failure assuring ship's control. Reliability at
component level is assessed using similar methods as in
other c1assiFication societies. Reliability is applied
using indirect methods and in "RULES AND REGULATIONSFDR
CCNSTTUCTIDH ANS CLASSIFICATION OF STEEL SHIPS“ there is
no direct reFerence to reliability engineering concepts.
However, the plans oF automatic control systems submitted
to LLOYDSshould show clearly the system Failures and
their causes and eFFects.
LLDVDShas run databases of ¥ailures or casualties
aFfecting ship's classiFication, however, the other events
are not mentioned.
'1' --_ -'—.. . . ,-9 54fim5*1==. only one oF all societies mentioned
above are applying direct reliability engineering
techniques in equipment assessment. This gap is supposed
to be eliminated in the near Future. The achievement of
reliability engineering in the c1assiFication rules is a
powerful tool to increase operational safety and thus
limit the potential hazardous risks.
CHAPTER TWO
Strategy For Reliability Achievement
7,1 - Concept of Reliability—
Reliability is just a rationalization methodused by
mankind to build a long term masterpiece. Experience
::g5in;d from using this method is kept in systematic,
nomic ways. This means application oF a
Teliability was born in the U.S.A. and U.S.S.P. to
measure and estimate operational saFety during space
trips. Reliability aims at keeping quality during
operations under recommendedconditions.
All industrial equipment and the components tend to
loose quality with time, mostly with operational time.
The meat xe1l—knownprocess oF loosing quality is wear due
to friction, abrasion and deFormation. Other reasons are:
1. Mechanical stress;
. Thermal energy transFer;
J. Chemical energy transFer;
4. Electrical energy transFer.
By one or more of auove mentioned reasons industrial
equipmenthas lost its initial quality.
Reliability can be deFined more precisely as the
. . . _- Form assigned Functions whileequipment. pp 0i3\="1'-Y to per
- 9 its operating indices within the speciFiedp|’E.-'.~EI'V1 I‘:
limits’ during the required time or the period during it
is intended to be in service. This property of equipment
depends on: ts resistance to Failure, lon9eVitY D; its
components, suitability For repair and endurance.
Reliability should always be considered in close
relation with the assigned operating conditions oF the
eqgipment. The reliability parameters will naturally
diFFer in various conditions oF operation.
Fai1ure is the term applied when the operating
capacity oF a product is grossly violated. It is partial
or complete. Complete means total lost oF operational
Functions; although, partial can aFFect some components
but there is operational capacity. The Correct deFifiitiDn
oF those concepts is essential in operational reliability
Some products can be recovered aFter breakdown by
repair and others are discarded. The latter case can
include anti~Friction bearings, most oF the gears,
transistors and resistances. A piece oF equipment may
eist oi recoverable and no recoverable components.
Resistance to Failure means that operating capacity
can be preserved during a speciFied period oF time,
distance, cycles, consumption, etc.
Longevity is the property to preserve its operating
capacity to the limit stated, with the intervals necessary
For maintenance and repair. The limit stated is such a
condition aFter which its Further operation is impossible
or impraticable. The longevity oF a machine lasts as long
as it can operate eFFectively or until it is out oF order.
A machine repaired manytimes, but still in working order,
may be rejected due to its moral depreciation, when its
Further operation becomesunproFitable. This is because
OF its small eFFiciency as compared with new designs
20
serving the same puFP0595- ' t
Suitabilitv For repair. is the F”'°Pe"tY C” e°‘”“°'“e” ’
‘t condition is such that the Failures can bewhen 1 e
prevented, detected and eliminated in good time by means
9! regular maintenance and reP3iV­
These prgperties which determine reliability can be
aluated from a quantitative point oF view. This is doneev
by systematic control of equipment in exploitation,
5LUdying environmental and operational load eFfects,
p,DpErt:e= oF materials and Functional missions oF systems
and equipment as a whole as well as the separate
components. The results are processed by using
mathematical probability and statistical methods. So the
pr‘FCipa1 indication of resistance to Failure is the
probability oF faultless operation and the intensity oF
Failure in a certain degree oF statistical conFidence.
as a very high value these days due to1'.) [T] D­ m (T ,.. I-4 I-I r?‘ ‘< 3’
the Hr:m5tiC increase oF repair costs and maintenance
during warranty periods, even in equipments oF small value
used on a large scale. Another point is the reliability
in¥1uence on reputation and penetration oF equipment in a
very competitive market.
In the achievement oF real service reliability it is
very important that the customers deFinition oF exact
conditions under which they intend to operate their
equipments is considered. It is essential to keep these
conditions under control all the time and to avoid
careless operation, ¥or example, operator abuse. The
correct exploitation o¥ equipment is the only way to
achieve all the intrinsic reliability quality introduced
during the design and manuFacturing steps. Thus, it is
very important to have correct inFormation about all
project specifications which were prooved at testing
trials.
Input of quality into products does not mean just
- += treliabilitvs but 6150 the achlevement OFDther ea was
namely:







There are no clear boundaries between reliability and most
oF these items; however, there are balances and a mutual
;nr1,en:e amongthem. A1though, reliability parameters
are very import nt in the assessment oF quality during
cte hnological liFe time oF equipment.
The engineering deFinition of reliability is a
widesc=ea: co.cept, easily Found in handbooks and
technical literature and is generally an idea oF survival;
Failura avoidance oF equipment. It is associated with
time and space limits and has also been looked at as the
n__ T ilure in an engineering sense. Therefore
.t random Factors associated. Thusn
tistics have an important role in its
Reliability should be assessed Fromquantitative and
qualitative points oF view and the level of reliability
speciFied has to take account oF the Following:
1. Details;
2. Care in Production;
(,4 Correct Operation and Maintenance.
M M
C t Valuatior of reliability parameters is essentialorrec E '
because oF:
1. Increasing COmfi15”itY05 Equipments;
2. Smaller Components;
”rob1ems of Maintenance Due to Former Conditions;
4. High Investments and their Related Risks.
At present, very Few manufacturers and designers
include in data per¥ormances values of reliability.
However, indices and aspects oF quality have been included
in contract clauses, mostly through customer and
administration pressure.
Qltnough, probability and statistical tools have had
in reliability evaluation, it isw 3 u 3
mU
0 & I]! 3 n d I-4 m
ct not to Forget the engineering knowledge and
commonsense to avoid the reliability evaluation becoming
a pure mathematical exercise out o? reality. So, above
all, reliability is an engineering process.
The reliability concept is increasing in its
importance in equipment design; the reliability engineer
as its skilled agent should have speciFic Functions within
the design team. However, this is not a golden rule For
every piece equipment but depends on its importance in
value.
It is during the design phase that it is decided how
to input reliability into products. Therefore, aFter this
decision has been taken, it is very costly to take any
counter steps. The reliability achieved in product
Cfinception cannot be increased during operational
exploitation but by manuFacturer and designer
l‘~J L~l
- - - - are notinterVentiDn_ However, reliability parameters
Fixed Figures For all the operating 1iFe span. That is to
say they
Change with time;
_ Depend on type o¥ equipment ( mechanical or
electronic );
Dependon operational conditions ( loads and
environmental loads );
Depends on maintenance procedures­
product shows poor reliability during operation,+4 ‘h an
tmFEEreasons can be pointed out basically:
- Poor maintenance planning and procedures;
—Abuse in operational conditions;
—Poor design conception.
iaoility evaluation has also FeedbackFunctions. It is
very important to all manufacturers to know how their
products have performed in operational conditions; the
=cu tomers have responsibilities to Feedback correct
information. This inFornation is paramount, with correct
screeninc. because of:
1. The Redesign Process;
Future Development of Similar Products;
. End of a Production;(«I
. Improving Sells;
U1-1’: . Improving Technical Investments.
24
pare the use oF standards to Facilitate all this technical
- hould be mentioned. At PVE59“ts 1“ some
procffif -5 reliability standards have been issued which
:::g:;;:=, with general engineering standards will
Facilitate most D; those items above. Reliability
standards have been also extended to data treatment but
Scmetimesjust as guidelines. Reliability items that are
recE;V4ngan increased standardization process are namely
' DeFinition of technical basic concepts on
reliability, that meansuse o? the same technical
language:
7 Procedures to reliability allocation in the design
process;
’ Probability and statistical methods in
evaluation;
4. Connections amongreliability and other engineering
concepts such as Maintainability, Durability and
Availability;
o. Methodsand procedures in collecting, selecting and
analyzing reliability data.
Tn=.= are some standard Forms, available in some
countries, which allow quick Feedback From customers
0 peration. This process can be called aFter sales
lity assessment mostly For warranty procedures.
Thus it is paramount to Follow equipment perFormance
during the operational life times. However, it depends on
the type and importance oF them. Reliability is allocated
in the design process at diFFerent levels depending on the
equipment importance. Therefore aircraft engineering
reliability has a leading role in design, because any
Failure will meanvery high risks in lives and property.
25
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important Factor in design.
depends mostly on howthe investments in reliability will
be rewarded during the eguipment’s life time. So there
are always cost and bene¥it implications in reliability
allocation.
2.2 - Reliability Engineering Programs
Reliability is a growingengineering activity but this
legal and adequate certiFication to its legal\-4
practice. CertiFication is done in several speci¥ic
tectnical EJbJL:tS and must be achieved by either
examination or speciFic course attendance ¥ollowed by
examination. ScmeoF these technical subjects are:
- Reliability deFinitions and howthey are related;
lytical and numerical math methods;
- Specific use of statistical distributions in
2eliabi1ity testing and assessment;
- Preducts life cycle characteristics.
Reliability engineers must be in charge of the Following
Functions:
1. Prediction and estimation oF reliability Fromdata
obtained either DY Experimental testing or
inFormation of operational use;
IJ . Participation in design prDce55;
Allocation reliability amongcomponents in complex(.4
gquipmefit to get correct overall level oF
reliability;
4. Implementationof testing procedures in reliability
assessment o¥ products;
Application of probability and statistical methods
in treatment o¥ collected data;
G. Control of materials and products from suppliers
according to specifications;
u warrantyreliability evaluation.
The taeP= oF reliability engineering are concentrated in
v=ntion detection and correction oF design
d to reliability. These tasks are also
-lied to weak parts, deFects and poor workmanship in the
cc ss. It must be pointed out, again, the
eceseity of collecting the correct data in the
operational phase oF equipment. Reliability engineering
a integral component oF the design process
gineering procedures should be
id9“tiFi9d UV 3 pFDgramincluding all life phases of any
product, F r e ample, design and redesign, production,
operation t
In design and redesign, reliability engineering helps in
dE{1“1”9Objectives For the project. Input and output are
Focuesec in problems that have been met in similar
projects and the solution methods applied: this is a
' l"‘ic - - - . . .lea 1=~ approach $0» any new design. Reliability
Engineers thus help the design team to avoid errors in the
Following items:
Specifications of materials and components;
Dr-inition oF manuFacturing prOCE55;
I--JH
Comparieon oF several design options From the(.1
reliability point oF view.
Fromexperience gained in Former projects records should
be kept about diFFiculties that had been Found in the
development of similar equipment. In design phase
reliability engineering agents are used as advisers not as
a design approval authority. In the case of prototype
testing, reliability engineering has responsibilities in
11 procedures. Data collected ¥rom tests must be used asQ:
important source either to redesign or development ofan
e uicment. In testin the followin oints should beG H
take: into account:
1. Not acceptable perFormance, For example, speed,
consumption;
2. weaLcomponents which are creating early Failures;
3. Other desirable changes.
7" .'f".‘.’. —. 'u--'_—-- , — - '— .' ' .. -.' __­.. t-_ m,_JFabtL-Adeph ee reliability engineering shoulda
ave an important role to help the control of production
quality. aeliability allocated in Formerdesign steps can
tbe degraded during he manuFacturing process due to;
4
I. Poor selection of tools and machines, For example,
precision, tools type and quality, etc;
2. Poorly t'ained workers;
3. Material and components not ¥o1lowing the
speciFications.
9.: this phase, reliability and quality Control 3“?
integrated activities. The achievement of quality in the
manufacturing process needs very skilled workers and
the application oF adequate training programs. In these
training programs the role of quality in production must
be stressed. In operational phase, an in¥ormation
Feedback program From customers must be established. It
is very important to collect data ¥rom the equipment
applied according to speciFications so these are the
reliability Field prooFing procedures.
£5 was mentioned in this paper the manuFacturers
should have well"deFined methods oF getting and treating
information, no ly during the warranty period but also
during all li¥e cycles. It is necessary to underline the
customsrs role in th is process. However, hey also have
advantages in this process, namely:
Failures and their origins;
I‘) 5-0 CL (U 3 ('7' 5-: ‘h 54 TI
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4. Improvemets in warranty clauses;
5. Better conFidence amongcustomers and manufacturers
If those corrective measures are taken the reliability
E“§i“9EVi“§ agents have to Follow up those changes.
GpErati°”a1 data VEQU1aV1YCollected provides valuable
historic records which will be used later on either to
devel ' ' ­
Opment 0; 51m11aV equipment or as a re¥erence For newones.
2.3 —Planning Reliability
At present it is normal For some big industrial
companiesto develop their own reliability engineering
programs For their equipment. These PF09V3m5 3V9
developed according to real conditions Found in the
environment, mostly customers needs and time experience.
The importance and refinement oF reliability programs
depends on:
' Complexity of products;
2. SaFety and risk involved;
3. Health azards;
4. Capital costs and bene¥its.
Us reFerence to reliability standards has been made
t h d by some organizations. One 0F those
standards, MIL-ETD-785,can identiFy seventeen tasks to
d op a reliability program.
n industrial companies, Functional elements
influencing product reliability are spread all over the
organization. However they have different roles. For
example, some create and develop reliability others keep
o: “eliability so they have either direct or indirect
-P ' r-. - - ' . ~ ­no impleme t a program is necessary to identify what
I - . .the in luence o¥ each functional element is to achieve a
eel reliability program. This in¥luence should be
Top management planning:
Influencing contract clauses Focussing 0“
reliability, workload, personnel assignment and
budget allocation.
Technical operations control:
Talzng steps in critical technical activities and
corrective actions implementation, for example,
':1;ab;lity growth control, ¥ailure control and
review.
zalysis and statistics on reliability:
Here can be included:
Q. Reliability prediction and estimation;
B . Reliability assessment;
tC. Field eta istics;
D. Warranty data;
E. Reliability trend analysis;
F. Statistics simulation configuration;
5. Practical probability theory applications;







In the engineering Functions some reliability related
activities can be selected, For example:
Life time cost studies;
Reliability modeling;
Fault analysis;1..~..r.>‘.-‘B










a n _ Reliability in Marine Industries.-_-q
T». Fave O; +he P‘assiFication societies in deFinin9..I':‘ '1. -" "
. . . _ -. -‘ e ui ment wasthe rE}1ab111tY yequirements of marine Q P
ip the sire: Chapter. Generally the reliabilitymentioned
quirenerts have been emphasized For both electronic andre - ­
a~*~::tic: items. However. thEVE3“? Othe" figefits’ that
. - - - ' - » 'rect or:1 One way 0, the otheg, have or will ha\e di
irdirect inFluence in reliabilitY 3Chi5Veme”t' These
1. Ne 51 Arc':teCtS;
:_ gE;;;ners and manu€acturers oF maritime products;
;. Ope'atore and Shipowners;
4. Ha itira ¢dmi‘istrators.
At present, reliability is not considered a paramount
gineering discipline in the marine
environment. However, reliability has had more acceptance
in the Javy than in the Merchant Marine.
Reliability requirements are generally not speci¥ied
uy shicenher and shipbuilders but otherwise the
s have started to give some emphasis to those
;. flsnufacturers are improving their reliability
[D U eciFications trying to overcomethe other competitors.
Som= of them have achieved the goal, For example, the
fierce competition either in two stroke diesel motors or
in tHE ihterFacing of two and ¥our strokes, including
increasing reliability considerations. The widespread use
'lity engineering will be essential For: higher
Dro{its, the highest level o¥ availability in all
operational conditions, increasing saFety with very low
levels oF manning.
we Maritime Administration, applying adequate
regulations or guidelines, has an important role in
‘m-csing more strict rules in selection oF maritime
;q:ipment and structures keeping always an eye on sa¥ety
im;rOVEmEnt3_ There are some reasons leading to the
implementatio o¥ reliability programs at the Maritime
level, namelfi
1. Ergonomics and manning considerations;
2 Technological improvements;
3. Cost considerations.
.5 fire: p:int either the sharp decrease oF manning in
,1;5 :r the nurber oF w rking hours per crew member must
tirn. Also to be taken into
consideration is the adequate crew certification; it is
L “ P safe and reliable if the crew
so another {actor contributing to
ergonomic improvements in ships. However, the biggest
s oifit is due to the quick development of
tion and complexity of the onboard ship
‘stems. From a technologioa point of view the
nterdependence amongall technical systems set
'1:
At point three, the technological improvements should
mean intrinsic reliability or the highest mean time
between Failures; that is to say the achievement of the
highest availability in all ship operations. Thus it is
possible to get more successful ship operations and
keep the internal and externa risks at minimumlevels.
above considerations show the importance oFe
introducing the reliability and its related parameters in
rules and guidelines regulating the activities of all
maritime agents. The Maritime Administration must
consider the need of some developments in the above­
mentioned items carried out in the following steps:
9 General survey of the equipments troubles;
2. Recording of failures and faults;
7. Repair costs;
4. Analysis of equipment used in similar jobs but in
different locations;
5. Maintainability characteristics;
6. Knowledgeof specifications and warranties at
the acquisitizn process.
with cnnplete information about these points and using
'sZ;a:i1it; assessment procedures it will be possible to
imfifovethe efficiency of rules and guidelines by either
i -:cca_;n- some statements or practical methods for
reliability achievement. That is to say:
Determinationof reliability profile of equipment
~ Increasing the understanding of influence of both
specifications and warranties upon reliability;
Setter coordination amongmaritime agents;
' Slmpliglcatio“ 0‘ VEDaiVProcedures reducing the
me.n time to repair;a
- Red sing the £ai1UV9 FVEQUEHCYand increasing the
IF th V -' ‘ - - . ­e uaritime Administration has established
, _ _ , - - ' tant to be aware Gtreliab11itY P’°9’am 1t 15 Very lmpor
. t 1 dEVe1opment" and maintain a Follow-upen\11|'C,f'..T|En—; '3 ' a
program oF evaluation. _
The shipowners should also have great responsibilities
in the procurement of reliability, Following the BDOVB
in¢;cated guidelines. But For them, the decisions For
reliability achievement must pass essentially the Cost /
t considerations. However, to take good decisions
it is necessary to be aware o? the meaning oF reliabilitY
in terms oF a ship’s operation eFFiciency. Without thiS
evaluation it is not possible to issue the speciFications
required in contracts; that is to be aware of the direct
and indirect allocation of reliability in 311 5hiP'5
Eliabigity allocation does not meanvery high initial
cos s to shipowners, however, the bill is higher but will
. , : 1%5=w=:‘€'H u-w-rds, This hisher investment.J\_.._ __ I __ ,,__ __....Il5 -E d ‘_-3
a}Nay5_a= to be esaluated in ¥uture terms, taking account
of the iFe :,cle costs plus the initial cost. In
practice. the reduction in total cost is mostly due to
lone‘ :oe.3tional and maintenance costs and higher
availability. This concept can also be applied to
e<istir* ships or equipment, with some small investments
mostly in maintenance, {or example, spending some money in
maintenance monitoring instrumentation can give some
rewards in terms of using the design intrinsic reliability
moreefficiently. Besides the correct s-eciFications,
shipowners, should also discuss with shipbuilders the
details oF warranties, in view oF getting more reliable
equipment. This can be seen as a way to achieve more
confidence in new constructions. However the warranty
time is essential. The time warranty extension works as
y prooF in terms oF early railures so is
(1eterminant For the random Failure equipment, For example,
electronic equipment.
The operators, on behalf oF the shipowners, have 8150
increagingly responsibilities in keepifig Updated records
oF the systems and efiUiPm9“t P9”F°"ma”Ce5 Onboard EhipS'
These records are a very important source oF inrormation,
not only For the technical department but also to other
agents, for e ample, classiFication societies, designers
and manuFacturers o¥ marine equipments, Maritime
Administrations, etc.
The designers and manufacturers oF marine efluipmafitu
geneyally apply reliability engineering procedures in
marine automation otherwise it is not the VU1B in
mechanical equipment. Such equipment is usually checked
by using testing methods similar to those applied in other
:ndu5trie5, For example, either running samples of
equipment or components and recording the number oF
gailgres Far a given period oF time or running the test
until setting a certain numberoF Failures.
Testing will be accelerated or not depending on time
_ Carrying out the test the reliability
pararete» hieve must be specified. However, they
will _- a:-:ip1;sh=: u’ not, however, For acceptance there
must be somestatistical conFidence level. The testing
analyses are carried out either by statistical methodsor
by engineering analysis of the Failed components. Thus
vesdback methods oF inFormation For design
and manufacturing developments.
he designers :F marine equipment should ¥acilitate
the introduction oF the reliability engineering
achievements in all design steps according to both
equipment importance and the safety requirements.
nether matter :F concern that must be considered by
the manuFacturers is equipment warranties. In case oF
Fa urs the liability will pass Fromthe shipbuilders to
the manuFacturers. IF the equipment has low reliability
His will cause, to the manuFacturer, higher costs and in
37
cases loss of the market share. The production oFextreme
very reliable equipment gives more confidence to customers
an also the warranty period will not be any source o¥
It can even be extended.
The shipbuilcere should be prepared to Face any
reliability requirements From the shipowners
-p--‘fications. In this case the reliability engineering
must be functional in shipyards either when required in
r when evaluating the equipment and
materials ordered outside.
The shipbuilders must also be well aware oF the
reliability requirements that have been imposed by
s cation societies and other maritime agents. Some
shipbuilders are well aware o¥ reliability as a contract
-Er :s:ause of experience gained in Navy orders.
1 e considerations the increasing need oF
to be aware of the real asvantages given
by applying reliability methodsin their activities should
be zointed out.
“ = fie-4. ', __, _ -- : : - -.-_ ­_.. p=;.gning Tc. R=1iabllity in Marine Equipment
1. —,-' _ —.. __ - . . . . ..he design Fe. reliability in marine equipment, should
tax int: :onsi:eration similar aspects of other equipmentc
applied in other areas o¥ economicactivities. It is also
E°5‘“ti51v i“ 555 im:VQvement oF design, to consider the
U E"
A
U “manceof the existing equipment gar:
- - - tion.- ¥ maintenance and oPE*3- Reducing costs 0
-. prazurement oF these improvements do not Just depend
on the designer's eFForts, but need the participation oF
Lhe Cthar agents. Shipowner participation is Fundamental,
by correct application oF the scheduled maintenance and
c=ing the sLi1led crew in the ship’s operation. This
pcint must be understood as the Feedback to designers.
The introduction oF the reliability E“9i”e3"i“9 in d95iQ“
or marine equipment is a good help to Finish the old
conception and operational procedures by which the costs
-nc the Failure rates are not optimized. Some oF these
old points include:
- Incorrect assessment oF the redundant and standby
configurations;
High maintenance staFFs;
- Large stocks o¥ spare parts.
at should be taken under
1. Se tecuniccll, rigorous in the acquisition oF any
equipment and not careless about the warranty;
2. Choose the correct systems conFigurations
considering the redundant and standby situations
For eaFest cperation;
onsider the correct layout o¥ machinery and
piping.
.5.1 - Selectivity in AcquisitionsM
tion must have an important role in the
55 as a Factor of intrinsic reliability.




n- Readiness in .aintenance procedures.
ailure rates can be found. However,
generally the conFidence level is very low.
It is very important to pay increasing attention on
t actors in the acquisition process. Its
,timi:ation ais: u~;EfidS on the correct assessment oF
maintenan:e costs in terms oF both readiness and
prscedures in maintenance t:sks. The correct allocation
CF the reliability and maintainability is an essential
Factor in the spare parts inventory optimization, so
reducing the initial and operational costs. However, this
must be tal=nced with the other Future rewards.
The spare parts optimization means amongother things:
- The minimum number of spare parts on board ship;
- An increase in quality;
0
LI ettsr understanding about the type oF Failures and
their Frequency.
t 1-_‘5t-‘ca‘data on reliabilitY and "epairv 5'5 5”‘The s a 1 A *
. rt,_. ractor e the design Feedback For imprDvemBnt5o';.".';‘,:;:' G--‘- - ‘
have been under several constraints, namely:
5 system For the data sampling
s level oF standardization;
o¥ time and eF¥ort to collect the large
* ;e
equ1pment's complexity;
-;es and some ccnmunication constraints;
_ The methods o¥ sampling and recording are not the
Tts other two points that should be considered are:
the life cycle cost and warranty in their connection to
relirbility Factors. The evaluation oF the liFe cycle
n consideration the balance between
and cperational costs but is always necessary
not tc T: get some aspects o? the engineering value. The
inr:"'- t assezsment :F tts engineering value is an
esssnt;a1 Fact: leading tc increasing unreliability: this
":a-: 7- :;s: -- ‘.Fe cycls costs. Thus it is essential
tc ra'P and allocate engineering value at design steps
t:;:thsr .;th adsu-=ts 'e1iab1lity.
another point to c nsider in the life cycle costs
evaluation is t? pc
o
e tential maintainability and its close
association with relia bility. The maintenance scheduling
and procedures must be assessed to determine whether they
are right to maintain the operational reliability and what
a costs. Generally without the correct application o¥






both the maintenance planning and
these basic conditions




equipment meaning the variation
are carried
zne oF the same
costs. Keeping life




IF the operator exceeds such
temperature, etc, are conditions being created
Failure;
equipment in the environmental conditions
have been de¥ined at the design phase;
the :orre:t eaFety margins;.’.::..',.
variation oF the materials strength
ading conditions, iF saFety
kept within correct limits
in Failure rates, originating in
strength and load, will occur;
This means reduction oF the load Factors below the
the
t the Foreseen levels and consequently
”9mi“31 however, keeping
reliability
reducing the ¥ailure rate.
are respected reliability can
the foreseen design levels. In practice it is
. - to the. - oF l1Fe cycle costs dueusual For an increase
-bU_e to occur this requires an adequater‘ (J =
H l sis but generally the Following measures should beana y u
a
Penalising the cperatfirsz
, Increase in education and training;
s lle: and qualiFied operators.
The 1agt reFerence in the acquisition process is the
auses which are essential either to the
manuFacturers and designers or to the customers.
L;..-. LI. .... -1.‘.. '..:.'3 _,...<:.A. y and time in the warranty process
'11 be more costly to the manuFacturers, but iF they
saccees, they will certainly get a larger market share.
However, iF their equipment does not have the reliability
y is always either a matter oF concern
For the? or not in olving clear business methods. Honesty
g with the warranty clauses and itn
must be avoided to pass the hidden costs From the
na1;’a:t;'='s t: the cast:m='s.
To get very good warranty clauses does not mean that
the 3:1u's ‘ate will be very low For all the equipment,
however, sore will show random Failures, For example,
:1e:tr:‘;: equiprert.
Cxsr if ;::d qurlity control exists From the
I­manuFacturersthis situation will not vanish but it is not
generally a natter oF great concern. However, some
equipment has shownhigh Failure rates during its initial
life span and sometimes the application oF good quality
control by the manuFacturer would be the right method to
cope with that situation. Running in periods applied by
the manuFacturers can be a very eFFective measure to cope
wit‘ bad quality. Generally the mechanical and electronic
EhU;pmEnthas different behavior, From the point oF view
H -; 1 ates during the warrafitY DBVi0d- In ¥i9”reF ai ure F 9
0 patterns oF complex assemblies are- _ . 1-: !—a""­1. the =9: *9;-54-*‘“Y
shown.
As an illustration oF the behavior oF marine equipment
during the warranty period a study on two and Four stroke
diesel engines is reported below. This studv POi“t5 Out
engine reliability and engine Faults and their causes.
3 in the sampling data From::_ —L..J: 5- l--:­Tf';i:; 3\... ..''y g: .4-:...-:
—2&1 cylinders oF two strokes main diesel engines;
_ 49 :y1ihdEYS :F Four strokes main diesel engines;
913 Cylinders oF Four strokes applied in electrical
;:.:' gens'ation.
The period of time reported is From July 1977 to January
of l?B8. The analysis was carried out by:
i. 2-: 3r1'; Fa:14'es in three types oF engines per
were draFted the Following
that had be given by the hot
troke engines;
ailure rate in Four stroke engines may be
C. The Fuel systems are important sources oF
failure rate in all type oF engines, however
Fnr ‘r ks engines have the highest Failure




_. High level oF Failures in pipes showing three




Influence of cylinder bore in Failure rate of two
strokes engines per 1000 cylinders:
Increasing failure rates were detected, caused
by higher thermal loads, with the increase o? the
-r- diameters. even with meaneFFective pressure.112
in the range of 10.3 to 11.0 bar.
Engine perFo=manceparameters and service hours:
In Figure 2, the number oF Failures per cylinder in
tr: :tr:Le engines are shownagainst the actual
nean e‘Fect1ve pressure. The Failure rate
- -- -- -- -- - ':il' with the increase in the meanY
pressure but if some corrections are made
acc: din; t the number oF hours the curve
inclination will be steeper.
reduction :¥ reliability wit. the engine
increase during the warranty period.
Ll­
\. ne undesired eFFect oF strength and
withcombined thermal stress.
actual service hours per year
The
low compared to those oF









E_ Ufikncwfi;3u1ts, not including critical Failures.
Faults due to bad operation are not included
beoause the war'anty does not cover them. Table 1
discriminates the essential Failures either by
number or by percentage. From the analysis o¥ that
table the important role o¥ poor design leading to
Failure should be underlined. To overcome this
situation it will be desirable to:
imization taking important care with
.F 4-‘­ue environmental condition;
~ Optimize the combustion process.
finally it should also be pointed out, From Table
1. that the high Iailure ‘ate in auxiliary engines
:5 :auee: by po-r material application.
The Selection oF Correct Systems Considering
szdundant and Standby Configurations
fr |- '- ,— . _; _ _AJ tne Finst Chapter some brie? reFerences were made,
sificreliability existing in the rules oF the—L' - - . . _ _dblon societies, including the application oF the
principles whenever safety is the essential5/
to take into consideration. Most oF those
-T=rences are done For automation systems.
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6eA:rAhle to impose An eye lieit.
Lev {Allure p:obAb£lity when the item is new
er jull out :1 the Ahoy. iclloved ty A quick
incr¢AAe to A eonstAnt level. A
ccnstAnt prehAt:lity cl :Ailure At All Ages.
leaponenziel surv£vAl éintribution)
ln:Ant mcrtAlity. iolleuee by . ¢°n.‘.n‘ 0,
Very Ilcv increAA$np !Ailu:y prohAhil£ty.
(Ap;licAble to electronic equipment)
AGI-I£L1AllL1TY FA77tRNS TOR COHPLEI kSS[HELZIS
2-5TRoKE ENGINES(um: design Pme 5 12.9 Bar)
.____. . d ' the uaranree period.
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of failures
- . , dGeneral1Y the development OF ’9dUndant System: Dnboar
ships depends 0”‘
- paquirementso? the classiFication societies;
_ Requirements o¥ Maritime Administration;
a gpecifications given by shiPOW“EV5i
—The state o¥ the art.
E dE5igfier5 havg Frag space to develop equipment
acccrding to their creativity and how much money the
maritime agents want to pay.
In the redundancy allocation process quantiFication oF
cam35:5 reliability must be inherent in any equipment,
5,515; and component should be made clear. However, this
process should be done according to the hierarchy, From
the lowest to the highest. According to the conFiguration
o L reliability parameters should be
som= design considerations in the
procurement oF redundant systems, namely:
he :silu:= :1 may sssponent should be independent
. as can be seen. in theory,
overal reliability varies as a Function o? the
hunter cf ::c;ohs:ts and the individual reliability
allocated, however, the theoretical overall
rsliability is not totally Followedby the practical
redundant systems;
Peliability increases according to the numberoF
parallel components. Otherwise in series
confihurations the reliability decreases sharply
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ere'ation onboard ships but the very imP0Vta“t
power g - r - ' _ .
Dcint For its developmefit does not FOCUSon re1iab111ty'
heat recovery and uniFue1 concepts are the latestwaste
design developments leading to optimization of the
_rip-wner’s Fuel bills. However, there have been some
reliability design improvementsleading to the reduction
oF Failure rates and increase in availability. The
canFigurations of electrical power generation systems
fcund cnboard evips are shown in Figure 6.
—System 1 has two subsystems, each of which includes
e diesel engine and one alternator. There are no heat
considerations. The two subsystems areY
ndepsndent 3F one another.
Syste' 2 has three subsystems, each oF which
inziudes :n diesel engine and one alternator. There are
very considerations. All subsystems areD
F one another.
- System a has three subsystems. Branches A and B
have one diesel engine and one alternator each. Branch C
3'as -one recovery heat boiler, one steam turbine and one
alternator; however, there is another redundancy option by
the application oF one oil Fired boiler in parallel with
th= ether one. All branches are independent oF one
another. At branch B there are more series elements
a”:cti:g reliability te lower values. Even the
apfllication of an oil Fired boiler does not mean an
increase in :vera11 reliability in all operational
conditions. In this conFiguration there are strong
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E/stem 4. in branch A has one planetary gear and Dfie
alternator ( 5ha£t generator ). Branches B and C are two
independent subsystems, 935“ haVi”9 °”e diesel englne and
It rr +9. A11 three subsystems are independent ofone a e uat '.
one angther. The reliability and availability oF branch A
.5 Very dependent on the planetary gear and main engine.1
The a is no exhaust heat recovery in this conFiguration
howeverone exhaust gas turbine can be applied in parallel
with the main engine. This conFiguration is very complex
¥or reliability assessment, considering all the
operational speciFic conditions —standby, in course, at
anchcr or in port. This configuration shows potential
gvture davalopmentg in design with an increase in
31 considerations should be made For assessment
cy. First, one must deFine the operational
:onditi:ns Foundby electrical configurations in ship
service. Second, aFter deFining these conditions it is
a complete assessment For any condition ­
and in port operations. For any59
ollcning should also be considered:
—Number o¥ generators running and on standby;
dumber oF generators running and shut down For
aintenance purposes;
L generators running at maximumpower, no existing
n -cy available;n
erators running at minimumload.
For a complete reliability evaluation of any
configuration there are complexities caused by:
Scarce data in Failure rates oF systems, subsystems
and components;
- Complexity of systems caused by the increasing
numberof auxiliary elements necessary to work the
main systems ~ pumps, heat exchangers, electronic
devices, logic elements, etc;
Time to achieve enough data From some systems,
subsystems and components, ¥or examples b0i1EV5i
Lack oF correct records either in operating times or
repair times:
—Lack cF data accuracy.
To summarize,reliability and availability are not at
c the leading factors in mechanical design e¥Forts
so there has been more concentration on the optimization
of ccnfigurwtions according to the heat potential
available from exhaust gases. At this point it is
as:e't::l to underline the increase in achievements that
have been made in reliability and availability o¥ command,
'-rtlcl aw: reaalaticn iE\1CES.
2.5.3 " Layout oF Machinery and Piping
Zhtimitation cf the physical arrangements o¥
either m3Chi“EVY OF Piping machinery is one design
53tiVitY with room to be improved. These improvements are
able to increase the reliability and maintainability
s as well as equipment availability.
The process on‘ setting up any equipment onboard ship
its intrinsic reliability parameterseither at
P1159Dr in the assembly on site. Particularly poorI
e 1/ can cause damage due to, For example, harmful
55
vibrations and overstressed components­
Tc _ have been attempts From designers to reduce the
engine rooms, to increase shiP°W”9VS DVD¥it5 due
.gar 155515; capacities available. Although the
reliability and maintainability must be kept growing.
% r .as t: be achieved 5??
—A higher pattern oF standardization;
—Modular equipment and piping;
—Increasing accessibility to any item o¥ equipment;
~ Optimization of the maintenance procedures;
- Simplicity.
-et accurate information about the
"'1
‘1 ,. Fl F. 9-­ [r ( 0 mu
and its auxiliary components. This
issue o¥ strong subjective judgement.
Piping must be a matter o¥ concern onboard ships because
t 15 ;:ssi:le to arrive at the situation oF having very
reliable equipment but the piping misconception and its
pc-r assembly leads to unreliability. Below are given
someapproaches to increasing piping reliability
andard ccmponents - materials, valves,
F1 as‘.--:_,'eS, etc;
Assessment cf piping welding by the use oF modern
monitoring methods;
—Piping flexibility to avoid unusual stresses either









Minimization of components in piping: increasing the
numbersoF series elements decreases reliability.
are by the
Generally the test items







3. Minimumvalues Corrosion allowance;
ManuFacturing tolerances;
Ps':1ss::1e stress;
Design pressure and temperature.
1517;if :-:ifi; *e:;1‘ss:
55§5 DFE:a"ation For the welded joints;
9l;;fi1*nt 5-: essembling;
P:ehe‘t;ng;
Heat treatment after Forming and welding;






e assembly onboard ship;
ing or valv s and Fittings.
,_..;.
CHAPTER THREE
Reliability Relationships - Maintainability and
Availability
3.: - Introduction
lity is not the onlY C°”=eDt aFFecting product
qUa14by_ There are others, and among them can be Found
c ion with reliability ~ availability
Kaintainability is a quality concept introduced and
developed during the design phase and Finally accomplished
;a production chase. This is not pure maintenance or
concept dealing with easiness in maintenance
The r:1s oi reliability engineering is keeping the
¥ai1ure rate and costs associated at the lowest level
nginesring efForts are made For the
aintenance tasks at the lowest
.aintainabi1ity implementation is achieved
basically at the design phase and complemented at the
operational phase. Reliability and maintainability are
recognized as complementary concepts with a strong
influence on availability. Thus to obtain an adequate




Correct interaction betweenreliability and
availability.
It is necessary to point out that the three concepts are
not always well balanced in all equipment; this depends on
the type of product and its application.
Availability is a very understandable concept even by
H‘ he Ioweet rank operator; according to the popular
perception of the idea. when the operator presses the
pushbutton the machine will start or not, this means it is
available or not. This implies a binomial condition,
euceeee :r Failure. The concept oF availability is
related tc the Following conditions:




. The equipment waiting For repair;
4. Lose oF power;
5. Change cf the preduction cycle;
»eee conditions are shown in the diagram of
s diagram also has the time allocatign O;
/, maintainability and availability )
parameters during the operational cycle. To summarise {OF
3 a nalyei o? the operational cycle it is
A, Operatiofi
Standby
“ Real Down Time.
7 Time Conditions
A. Operating Time to First Failure.
Time To Failure.
Time Between Failures.
Some cF these times are recorded at the equipment level,
others are estimated Fromthe record Tiles.
In Fiture 8 Far the achievement of operational3
availability the intervention of two agents, the designer
and user, is necessary. The Former is 'esponsib1e by
introducting both intrinsic reliability and
maintainability during the conception-phase and passing on
to the manuFacturing phase. The latter is in charge of
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2 The I,—;tQg_-'a1p3.«:g.var.~.For Prediction of the RMA
Characteristics.
F-~ prediction of RNAcharacteristics it is usually.3. -'
necessary to accomplish the Following tasks:
the initial conditions.
For this is necessary to have:
A. Functional characteristics oF equipments
B. Definition o¥ types oF Failures
2. Environmental conditions
D. Operational conditions
E . Determina-ion oF maintenance activities
"T1 . Conditions o¥ maintenance logistic
[B1 . Programo¥ quality / reliability.
2 Analysis oF the RNA.
aess analyses are applied to:
9. Reliability structure




c. Conception oF either the structural or the
mathematical models.
These are carried out according to the degree oF
accuracy desirable, probability tools avaj1ab1e and
prediction level required. Typically, the
Following models are:
Structural modeloF reliabilityA.
B. Mathematical model of reliability
C. Structural modelof maintainability
D. Mathematical model oF maintainability
E. Structural modelof availability
F. Hathematical model oF availability.
4. RNAdata sources analysis
In this zhase the mathematical models to data
sources are applied:
A. Reliability
B. Logistic oF maintenance
This last phase requires the quantification oF RNA
and it5 EESYi”t9VDFetation by all agents involved.
*hEEe 'i'e stzcs are represented in a simpliFied way in
¥igure °.
:_: Th: 7:qU£«—_-_L_ :_ H J . . . _H- H- .$-=MEmy=in the halhtalfiablllty D;
Equipment.
H .uE1fiC 5 Featurw :trC-,1v . I _' ‘ ' - ~<-/ linked to reliability in the
RNA concept, — (P IT
. E importance of - making a brieF analysis
3“ thie paper 1- -451 -= - . . .
C10 1 1- t : 1 en-tandab1e. Maintainability is55 Y 1n:ed to the idea oF mean tim e to re ‘- ­
t5§EthEV with the mean ‘ime between Failur s pjlr’ whlch' - '9 , a ows one
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Maintainability due to its important inFluence in the
equipment down time requires improvements in the
standardization process and the development o¥ a program
0; action. This program will be strongly influenced DY
the customers needs but its objective is to give a
complete understanding oF the maintainability Factors in
design and the correct evaluation o¥ its objectives.
BeFore trying to underline the tasks necessary to
develop the program on maintainability some oF the basic
points that must be emphasized ¥or the maintainability
achievement are given, namely:
5‘
4 T"HEdesign criteria For maintainability;
M . The production oF good sources of inFormation about
L.ne maintainability capacity oF equipment;H
H D. ullowing the build up o? a good system to Follow
‘I4 uipment performances in the Field;
V
G
dh D ising the customers about maintainability
management.
or the achievement oF point one the Following
conditions are basically necessary to observe:
ponents and sub~assemblies
S pment’s parts;
B. Use oF standard elements either to couple or
ni terFace the equipment or systems;
2. Use of modular elements;
D. The minimumo¥ components in the Failure chain­
? H— ’_. uoE OFbuiltmin early detection Failure elements I
¥or example, application oF condition monitoring;
H
aey access of the maintenance instruments and tools
66
Goodallocation of the recording instrumentation;
Keeping to a minimumthe complexity of technologies
applie in any equipmefiti
1. Correct ergonomics evaluation For accessing the
equipment;
J. Limitation oF the number and complexity o¥ tools to
disassemble any equipment.
V. Keeping at the minimumlevel the required
adjustments.
Going beyond poznt two some elements can be identiFied
level of which may be developed depending on the type
see. and the equipment complexity, they are:
n. The naintenance manual;
. Trouble shooting guidelines;
C. The operational per¥ormances;
D. Diagrams and drawings oF parts;
E. Disassemtly procedures and tools;
7. T1_i: types and consumptions;
E. Documentson the test trials ¥or equipment
a::o;tance.
Ir point three, some elements are included based on
aiter sales service quality; that is to say:
A. Reliable organization o¥ that service;
. Skilled staff;
5- 550d 1DCa»ionoF the spare parts service thereFore
avoiding costly delay;
I:
N3”V5”tY COVVBCt1YSpeciFied and applied;
Delivery of small sub-assemblies so reducing costs
67
the Final one, the ¥ollowing must be
A Advice in any acquisition process to avoid the broad
diversification oF equipment and ma"”FaCturer55
.- ;__ Lb 3 ea+.' -hi ‘ erFormances established
_,'__‘_}._ee:;_-;-=,- -._.n'2 ..IEl.n...31|‘1-_-.|..J.11tY F!
at the design phase;
n of the maintenance tasks;C. Qptinizatio
D Crgan*’at1onof the historic files on either
pre¥EfitiTE maintenance or corrective maintenance.
The historic Files are an important source For the
owing the correct evaluation1
gr the equipment oerability as well as the tuture
3.4 The Mrintainability Program and its Evaluation
o¥ this program is to reduce the costs
product 1iFe cycle. Its achievement requires
o€ both manu¥acturers and customers,
participation depends on the importance o?
be carried out and the project
The program requires detailed planning,
tasks, along with the determination of
',ll the establishment of the correcta
maintenance. One good maintainability
to the manufacturer, For example, a better
ED better market services against the
CDmPEtitiD9- For users, this means namely, reduced









~ cefinition of the system conFiguration;
Th; engi:=eri:g analysis value.
:mi5 program has to satis¥y in terms o¥ quantity and
lity. The quality terms that can be identiFied are:
—Request o¥ special instrumentation or tools;
special adjustments or regulation;
tandardization;
ear identification of the Functional elements;
- Easy access for visual surveys;
gee o’ built-in chtrcl devices;
- Correct identification of the control points;
C:'r=:t c::.F::ation and labelling of equipmentand
The quantity terms that can be identi¥ied are the
Following:
_. T}-—.¢= logistics maintenance costs during the equipment
life time;
69
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In the program development is necessary:
DvE.avatiDHof the maintainability program planning... ,
This document discriminates the management
actigitias rcr achievementoF maintainability inside
arc outside the organization.
Establishment oF a review system concerning costs.
Th1=includes all extra costs originated by the
;r:5E:t pE_1E;:fi ‘n terms oF maintainability.
“s a must be taken in consideration t:e Following:
2, 513551 requirements oF maintainability;
E. S;e=ational conditions and the logistics of
"azntenarce:
C. Qvailabilit, oF skilled maintenance personnel
as we‘l as adequate instruments and tools;
2. Co:‘ :nna.:=taticns.
4
Juzlding u: the system oF collecting and analysing
ata which will also be used For the decision oF
::=re:t1ve measures.
T“;s data must be collected during the testing
process as well as in the Field operation.
* procedures must be carried out according toe
application conditions including maintenance
71
logistics. The data collected has to be analyzed
and the results compared with the quality and
quantity speciFications resulting in the required
corrective measures will be taken or not.
Analysis oF the simplicity o¥ maintenance tasks.
time to time experimental surveys should be
carried out on the less reliable components and
scbassemblies For the evaluation oF maintainability
parameters. This process allows the detection o?
the needs £or design improvements and also
reformulates the maintenance support ability, For
example, recommendations about the tools and
instrumentation ¥or reducing the downtime.
?re;a“ati:' oF inFormation For maintenance
crgatizaticn.
Ttzs flesh: all the procedures carried out to
schedule e.e"/ maintenance task during the
cue-:f “t" liFe time. For this it is necessary to
c-nsider the Following:
Q. Importance and Frequency of the maintenance
operations;
3- nfifiairsments in special means, For e ample,
speci¥ic tasks and special tools / devices;
C. Requirements in spare parts;
V M---. - - - - - .3. number and qual1F1cat1ons of the maintenance
personnel;
1' L'.v.- - - ._- ..ed1ct1on oF the maintenance costs.
3.5 - Testing Maintainability
The gperational maintainability is checked according
to what has been deFined at the conception phase. The
method; uged For the verification oF maintainability,
should be based on the Following approaches:
iitical analyses at the design stage as well as in
de the analysis o¥ in¥ormation that has
ed during the project development steps
1 as in the later steps during exploitation.
an include the Following assumptions:c
2 Completeexternal and internal identiFication
nda location of the equipment;
3. Tre reasons For each maintenance operation;
C. Number of workers, materials and spares used at
an
:;srat;:-;
E. The aptitude oF the maintenance work Force;
E. The number oF man—hours For each operation;
". -nav:;1a:ility due to the maintenance
control instrumentation
applied in the maintenance operations.
The data collected at these steps mayrequire the
application o¥ statistical tools.
"5 L‘.. pacific studies oF maintainability.
'nc1;de studies For simplicity DF1 I"
[H m [ll ['1 (11 “I ..
paintepance, optimization o¥ maintenance operations
I simulation models. These speciFic
t dies carried out in the maintainability program
-n“y important tools in reducing the costs and"r
m
time oF maintenance. The achievements are:
Keeping the use of tools, devices and control
instrumentation at the lowest level leading to
1 ___L_less uuzco
Setermination o¥ the easiest access to eacha
maintenance operation; less operational time;
Dptimi:ation of space to carry out the
maintenance tasks;
Coordination of simultaneous tasks;
- 8aFe: maintenance tasks.
=e:onstration oF Maintainability.
nis includes the schedule oF the tests to prove
m lity parameters that had been
specified by customers or signiFicant to the
e customers. At this phase the statistical
tools have been very helpful. In experimental
tes-;ng either the preventive operations or the
C e operations must be carried out
separately. However For each operation the mean
time 0? intervention and the mean time Q;
availability allocated must be recorded
c - . - ' - - ­unately A very important point is the methods
;at have been chosen For Failure simulation which
t re - ' .u produce, as Fairly as possible, the‘s
Gflerational conditions. AmongDtherg these methods
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Deregulation;
Internal or external disconnection;
cut or the Fluids and the electrical suPP1Y;
- Removal oF some internal components­
3.b The Availability Requirements
This concept can be understood DY tW0 U5Ua1
eituat.:ns met in using any equipment; it will be ready or
not For service in case of requesting at any instant of
time. ts; from any item oF equipment the accomplishment
of a mission without delay and according to its
conception is required. In Figure 10, the individual
elements a¥Feoting the quality oF this concept are
.':;:a:::.
located along with the design
development and its range must be predicted. The Foreseen
value: ra's to be confirmed during experimental testing as
well as in operation. For availability considerations, in
Table -, the time elements to take into consideration For
availability analysis are described; this must be
supp: to: aid comrl=:entso by Figure 7.
3.5.1 The Availability Evaluation.
This process is carried out by taking into
consideration the Following factors:
1. Theavailability objectives;
data sampling system to support the availability
prediction and follow the operational exploitation;
’ The demonstration oF the availability specified atdo
the design Dh5Se­
or the Firrt point, the availability objectives 8Y9
a55C:i5tEg with the maximum eFficiency of the mission:
.-1'I
i­ ims and the optimization oF overall costs.
Thece objectives are perFormedtaking into consideration
r
loads;
tion of the logic Failure chain;
c »—sooipments / systems;
ics methods and the chosen tests;
a.g;ns in d-firadsd conditions oF operation;
- Level and type o¥ maintenance;
- ‘are:-wsl ability:
"\:r::sss oF acquisition and the minimumstock o¥
spare parts.
9UVi7§the definition oF objectives it is also necessary
t0 detine the Constraints and the dynamic parameters The
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The next point defined For the availability evaluation
is the data sampling and its treatment. Thus it is
po sible to carry out the estimation of operational
lity. The data necessary in this process include
1. Information about the operational conditions.
.51. :i'.Vi !":J--I:':‘:-I-a‘;
3. Thermal and mechanical constraints.
2. Cperatisnal
D. Sperational rates o¥ subsystems.
E. *hs maintenance Facto's.
2. ”san t:": to 'E;i1F.
C. Tailors rates.
5. 2'1t;:a. Fail- es.
E. Non-'it1ca1 failures.
7. Treqcsncy of Fail res.
5. Failures due to
u
mechanical factors.
a. 7ai1ures due to thermal Factors.
1. Initial failures.
At this point it is necessary to note how
maintenance is done and how lcng it takes.
type of maintenance,
and the time definition of
operations: verification,
replacement / repair and control.
collect
methods. Generally,
ng de’ine: in advance are:
the parameters on testing.
‘mite :F confidence.








Timi oF unavailability; time discrimination and
drelate events;
I














The Assessment oF Reliability
4,1 - The Probability Concept in Reliability
Prcbability means expectancy oF an event occurring.
Mathematically probability cannot be represented as a
5 ixe concept but as ihdices between 0 and 1. On the
le this deans absolute impossibility and
abeolete certainty. This can be extended to the idea o¥
1 e
rem the above the very basic implications in
fi=n/N 1 number of successFul events
F —number of Failed events
D=F/“ H ~ total number oF events
A - probability of success
“‘fi" B —probability o¥ ¥ailure
A4 =1
The concept of probability can be understood by the
example developed in the Following pages ( Tables 4, 5, 6
and 7 ). In this example the binomial probability,
Providing the 3umberof trials and the desired probability
CF success :n eac. trial is calculated. The skewness and
BINDM *
This proqramcalculates and prints Binomial probabilities:
Exact Binomial probabilities
Right-tail cumulative Binomial probabilities
LeFt~tai1 cumulative Binomial probabilities
:





n = number oF trials
p = probability oF success on each trial
Printing is suppressed iF probabilities becomevery small
in order to shorten the table. ‘
Howmany trials (n)?
The value oF n must be a positive integer.
Howmany trials (n)? 10
what is the probability oF a success (p)? 0.01
For this model, skewness = 3.115 and kurtosis = 12.501
EINDMIQL PROBABILITY TABLE
n = 10 = number oF tries
p = .01 = probability oF success on each try
r = number oF successes in 10 tries
Exact Cumulative Cumulative
r P(X=r) P(X}=r) P(X{r)
‘-3 0. 911144 1 . C!C)'.'JO C). CFDOO
1 0.0914 0.0955 0.9044
2 0.0042 0.0043 0.9957
3 0.0001 0"0001 0.9999
Probabilities less than .0001 have been omitted.
7eble 4
BINDM
Thic programcalculates and prints Binomial probabilities:
Exact Binomial pFDbabi1itiE5
Right-tail cumulative Binomial probabilities




You will be asked to provide two Binomial model parameters:
numberoF trials
probability oF success on each trial
n
P
Printing is suppressed iF probabilities becomevery small
in order to shorten the tablan
Howmany trials (n)? 10
What is the probability oF a success (p)? 0.1
For this model, skewness = 03843 and kurtosis * b.o11
BINDMIAL PROBABILITY TABLE
10 = number of tries
.1 = probability oF success on each try
r = number oF successes in 10 tries
U3 II
Exact Cumulative Cumulative
r P(X=r) P(X}=r) E(X{r)
0 0.3487 IHDQQQ 0,0000
1 0.. 3-874 0 . 5351:-'. 0 . .'.Z-487
2 0-1937 0.2639 0.7361
-'5 0. 0574 O , Q7¢_'_)2 C),, 9295­
4 0- O112 0 ..01 0. W372
5 0- 0015 cm.c:u:>1e 0. 9984
45 0 . 0001 «.3»_ rjtjyc)1 Q , 9999
Probabilities less than .0001 have been omitted.
BINDM
This programcalculates and prints Binomial probabilities:
1. Exact Binomial probabilities
Right—tail cumulative Binomial probabilities
LeFt-tail cumulative Binomial probabilities
Youwill be asked to provide two Binomial model parameters:
n = number oF trials
p = probability oF success on each
‘Printing is suppressed iF probabilities become
in order to shorten the table.
Howmany trials'&n)? 10
What is the probability oF a
For this model. skewness =
success (p)? 0.25
BINDMIAL PROBABILITY TABLE
0.3 S and Hurtosis ~
trial
very small
n = 10 = number oF tries
p = .25 = probability oF success on each try
r = number oF successes in 10 tries
Exact Cumulative Cumulative
F P(X=r) P(X}=r) P(x{r)
0 0-0563 1.0000 ‘0,0000
1 0-1877 0.9437 0.0553
2 0.2810 0,7550 0_g44n
3 0.2503 0.4744 0,535
4 0.1460 0.2241 0,7759
5 0.0584 0,0731 Quqglo
6 0-0162 0.0197 0.9303
7 0.0031 0.0035 Q_9qfi5
8 0.0004 0,0004 0 9996
Probabilities less than .0001 have been omitted.
BINDM
This programcalculates and prints Binomial probabilities:
1. Exact Binomial probabilities
2. Right—tail cumulative Binomial probabilities
3 LeFt-tail cumulative Binomial probabilities
Youwill be asked to provide two Binomial model parameters:
n = number oF trials
p = probability oF success on each trial
Printing is suppressed iF probabilities becomevery small
in order to shorten the table.
Howmany trials in)? 10
What is the probability oF a success (p)? 0.25
For this model, skewness = 0.365 and kurtosis = 2.933
BINDMIAL PROBABILITY TABLE
n = 10 = number oF tries
P = -35 = DFDbability o¥ success on each try
r = number oF successes in 10 tries
Exact Cumulative Cumulative
r‘ F‘ (X=r) F-'(xj:=-= -) g=-(X.-;j,.-)
0 0 . (2)553 1 . 0000 ' 1;;. cnyoo
1 0-1877 0.9437 Q,o5¢3
2 0.. 281.5 0 , 75.50 0. 2-440
4- 0.2503 0.4744 Q_S25
4 0.1450 0.2241 0,7759
5 0.0584 0,0791 Q_9e19
6 0. 01 452 0 ..01 97 0 9807:
7 0.0031 0.0035 6 996%
B 0.0004 0 , 00134 0 999;,
Probabilities less than .0001 have been omitted.
-I-... __. -:.'. E; "­
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BINDM
This programcalculates and prints Binomial probabilities:
1. Enact Binomial probabilities
2. Right-tail cumulative Binomial probabilities
3. LeFt-tail cumulative Binomial probabilities
Youwill be asked to provide two Binomial model parameters:
n = number of trials
p = probability oF success on each trial
Printing is suppressed iF probabilities becomevery small
in order to shorten the table. '
Howmany trials (n)? 10
what is the probability oF a success (p)? 0H5
For this model. skewness = 0.000 and kurtosis = 2.800
BINDMIAL PROBABILITY TABLE
n = 10 = number oF tries
p = .5 = probability oF success on each try
r = number oF successes in 10 tries
Exact Cumulative Cumulative
r F(X=r) P(X}=r) P(X{r)
0 0.0010 1,0000 0.0000
1 0.0098 0.9990 0u0010
2 0. 0439 0. 9997:. 0”.‘0107
3 0.1172 0.9453 0.0547
4 0.2051 0.8281 0,1719
5 0.2461 0,5230 0"3770
6 0 . 2051 0. 3770 0. 55231:)
7 0.1172 0"1719 QHBEB1
8 0.0439 0.0547 Q_9453
‘-7 0 . 06:98 0, 0107 Q_9393
10 0.0010 0,0010 Q_999Q
Probabilities less than .0001 have been omitted
Although the probability theory in this example is
a ueeFul and easy tool to apply, its translation For
engineering reliability is not an easy task. Probability
can be deFined more technically as the value around which
the Frequency oF an event oscillates and towards which it
tends after an inFinite number oF trials ( ISO 3534 ).
Probability is always associated with reliability meaning
the prediction oF ¥uture behavior of equipment and
systems, judging i¥ they will Fail or succeed during the
operational time.
Application oF probability theory techniques to
evaluate reliability cannot be explained as a speculative
mathematical operation but only a helpFu1 operational tool
to complementother techniques. The probability theory is
er cF wwat must be called the engineering sense,
which means, to have above all the complete technical
-F the equipment and systems being evaluated.
This information must be complemented by:
- Technical identiFication oF the environmental
conditions;
The interface between man / equipment / system;
—The stresses acting on those elements.
wrore, to get the most Fromthe use of probability
techfiiques in reliability evaluation it is essential to
build up an information network adjusted to systems in
5tUdY- The Functions o? it are: collect, record and
se.ect data either From experimental conditions or
Dperational conditions. Collecting data on the Field
:ono1-1ons is a careFul operation and the samples must be
1 1 r ' .we rep e5e”tat1Ve 0‘ the Expected operational
C5“diti5fi3- In experimental conditions the expected
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operational conditions must be simulated. However,
sampling data of expensive equipment or systems is a
1abDy13u5task, for example, destructive methods cannot be
Therefore, in this equipment an assessment ofapplied.
the hierarchy is made at the subsystem and component level
stepping up from lowest level. Then, by deduction,
probability can be evaluated.
After the above steps have been made the probability
techniques are applied in correct combination with
engineering knowledge on the evaluation of reliability
parameters.
I) The Sampling Process in Reliability.1:
in the reliability evaluation process, as a
‘lity estimation, it would be unrealistic to get
data from everything for all evaluations. Usually a
sampling process is used of which it is possible to get
information of a population with a fair degree of
confidence. In very few cases it is possible to evaluate
the whole population when its number is small. However
this introduces a great degree of uncertainty and
consequently the confidence level is low.
The samples must be taken from the equipment
respecting the performance parameters defined at the
design stage otherwise all data not according must be
refused as invalidated. The performance parameters can
ificlude amsngothers: stress, load, temperature, pressure,
SPBEU. consumption, etc.
*+ -2- . - - .L—.s normal in the sampling process to find some
products that do not follow the operational procedures due
to, for example, operation in overload which could lead to
Premature failure. This can be illustrated in table 8
B7
.u1ati:. :- the EnginaaI T
(‘I -4 g: [F !'‘-_l . IJI In '5
"ii " ..z_ :7 '. 5' Ehip ? H25
5'13 : "tD. A. first 5 it wamld be
-. 1. .__
. 1:". I. E‘ I ;fiva3tigatiGn5
EEVETEweather
.: ._. 1.. .: .-. ... _ .. -.. .. .
_'.> 2.‘. : 1.21 :..‘ 5' ._.="_.E}‘_7_~E;;
‘L5 Example the
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In Summaryto get the right information in the sampling
process it is essential to know:
1 what kind of information is really needed and how
to get it;
7 Howto collect, record, file and store that
information for easy access at anytime;
I. Howto centralize all sources of information;
4. whoshould collect that information.
The balance and correct application of these four points
is a good way to get the right reliability parameters.
There is no a anderdized system to get and treat that
information. However, in some countries there have been
attempts to create a national standard on the sampling and
processing of information. chiefly based on operational
performances. This process requires the participation of
all interested agents, for. example, National
Administration, Manufacturers Association, etc. Meanwhile
any Companyor organization is free to organize its system
ssi g according to the needs. From
the last decade up to now there have been increasing usage
ftware for sampling treatment and forp
g the reliability evaluation network.
zne sources of information can be divided into two





E. Acceptance tests and inspections
F. Audit reports
. Calibration records
H. Instrument error records






I") 1:» L0 m __| ( In It
‘one of technical education
inication societies(‘IU (]>4 ,...J (IIU! U!r!­ lllI Irt‘C.
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statements, records and reports
tnn
C m m 6
Standard rules and guidelines.
4.3 - Application o? the Reliability Sampling Process in
Manu¥acturing and Development
All the information derived From the mentioned sources
will be channeled into increased reliability and related
concepts. In fact it is not acceptable to start the
Cfifiieition of new equipment without assessing the
available information o¥ the early stages oF development
DF similar equipment. MuchoF this inFormation should be
5UDPDVted by proven sample testing methods even on
standard elements.
In the design phase, if the product is well kngwn in
th " v ' . .E market, ¥or euample, many designers 9; glmllar
PV5dUCtS. not applied high technology in CDhCeptiQn good7
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national an international technical data bases available,
high level of standardization so there are manYC0”diti°“5
to get a fair reliable product.
However, in the design oF high technology equipment
when the inFormation is verv SCaVCea it 15 ”eCe55ary to
make a lot oF eFFort, through research and development, to
get an acceptable level oF inFormation on the reliabilitY
parameters.
In general, in the design phase the inFormation
required can be QFOUPEUthU5=
abilitv CF each component under speci¥ied use:
leads, stresses, humidity, speed, vibration,
erature, pressure, environmental conditions,
at howchanges in operational conditionsop
'11 aFFect reliability;
4. Idemtifizatioh and classiFication oF possible
Failures and malFunctions in the normal conditions
c’ operation as well as those due to misuse.
One step Further in the product development, the
manuFa:turing phase, allows a lot oF valuable inFormation
to be gathered either For future developments or as a
Feedback to the designers. In the manuFacturing phase
there is a lot of concern about product quality. The
Samfllifig Procedures are broadly extended as well as
statistical implications. However, the 1n;ormat1Dn
obtained with reliability implications mostly includes;
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1 Qccuracy and repeatibility oF the measuring
devices;
“ “'chine tool tolerances and adjustments;;d[.
4 Qua1iFications oF the personnel in charge oF the
manuFacturingoperations and their control;
‘ Statistical evaluations oF the materials applied inulu
the manu¥acturing process;
6. Correct inForration on all the manu¥acturing
;r::sdures;
7. fiahdomconditions leading to the reliability
degradation during the manuFacturing process.
Bela» in, Figure 11, a -supporting example is
illustrated. In a manuFacturing process a batch oF 200
items oF diameter speciFied to 35HB was sampled. The
values measured during control were grouped in ¥iFteen
F 0.002 mm. From these values someo
imated, such as:
.. Cumulative Frequency;
SUMMARY OF CALCULATIONS USING GRDUPED DATA
_ 2
—H C FClass 4 m Ftm F¥(m ) um
- n ' T=1= 2
36.000 < 36.002 2 36.001 72.0030 .0003:-u 7’ 5 i2‘::"£:1:f::-E:E:?,::;ZZ 1.
36-004 < 36»-W» Z 36-€’°~ 'g.e.a..e,1;’ —.~
36-006 1‘ 3b'O0B 1'” flb'(')07 468”),-7 3 ‘rm:-=-m7 46~ ~‘~:~s‘:°::3:*-:;;:’ -e;...::;:.
35.010 6 36.012 2 3 .1 2.2 . .2 4: 3
36.012 4 36.014 29 36.013 1044.37Z0 .????4B; $23
36.014 4 36.016 25 36.015 900.3760 .);;)12H 1:0
36.016 ‘ 36.018 23 36.017 828.3910 .O0Ol6B: nu
36.018 * .';ns.c>2«:> .14 .;-.e.o19 504-..._;'620 .00C)-.~10.-. 164
36.020 1 36.022 15 36.021 540.3160 .00067fi6 17936.022 ’ 36.024 9 36.023 324.2070 .U0U6BLO 198
36.024 1 36.026 6 36.025 216.1500 .0006879 194
36.026 ' 36.028 4 36.027 144.1080 .0006458 19836.028 < 36.030 2 36.029 72.0580 .0004325 200
Total: 200 7202.8584 0.0067751
SUMMARY STATISTICS FDR GHDUPED DATA
Mean = 36.0142?
St. Dev. = 5.83485BE-03 (using sample Formula)
St. Dev. = 5.820252E-03 (using population Formula)
CeeF. DF Variation = 0.0 (using samnle Formula)
Cnef. DF Variation = 0.0 (using populatimn Formula)
1st Quartile = 36.0103
2nd Duartile = 36.01386
3rd Quartile x 36.018
NORMALPROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION
I. Shaded Area = 0.3848
-._I 1 :\_rn>.>.u n
IHHHHHHH.
E H H H H X H H H H H H H H H H H u
.
0.293
The tolerance quality has its UDDEVlimit at O and lower
at 39 um.
Queto prgduction quality considerations were necessary to
change the tolerance quality to H6, that is to say, to
yeep the same upper limit but decrease the lower limit to
15 um. IF the same machine is kept in operation, ¥rom the
View 3? quality / reliability, therefore a certain
percentage of these items will be discarded. The
statistics analysis From the batch shows a normal
distribution, being 2, estimated as:
Z = D - M / s Z = 0.293
Using a statistics program can be calculated, in Figure
the bell curv= with a shaded area oF 0.3848, that is
to say, the acceptance percentage is roughly 61.5 o? all
items on testing. IF that machine tool is substituted by
one that can keep all items within the tolerances the
quality gain would be:
4.3.1 —The Sampling Process in the Operation /
Maintenance Phase.
This data is not usually collected using the standard
forms thereFore some companies or other agents have their







Date oF occurrence: day, hour and any other
temporal identification;
Model oF the equipment and its serial number,
sales representative and the manu¥acturer
identiFication;'
Reasons For the report.
identiFication:
Symptomsof trouble;
H-gh level oF vibration.
2. High Fuel consumption.




. High or low temperatures.
0. High or low pressure.
1. Cve=s eed or speed variation.F
2. Unstable operation.
low torque.
“art ':‘d1t.on wear out condition;
1. Bent.

















S. E‘v1rcrmen:a1 location and weather conditions.
6. Operator.
7. Mate*ia1 Fatigue.
Corrective actions - repair or modiFication.
Maintenance resources - man-hours, materials and
tools / instruments.
L..P'DF‘__.d.—-1
All tris information should be integrated into a
OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT PROGRAM which would
zrcludo tn‘ Fc‘1cn:r; points:
1. Selection of products in operation;
2- Sampling oF operational data —sampling methods;




Comparisono¥ the products reliabilityIJ. n
2 Reliability evolution
Detection 0F the defective components and sub
assemblies;
-‘- of Failures in Frequency and quality.C p-.l'IEl1‘)/3;:
‘ Output data selection and its exploitation:L
Corrective actions;
omparison with the scheduled objectives;
OJD U
Tsliability data bases;("J
|.a 1 Newproducts redesigned
ofi warranties in contracts.IJ
4.4 —Approaches for the Operational Reliability
Assessment in Marine Industries.
The reliability data sampling has been ¥ormally
applzes it the Navyand naval industries where reliability
DaFafiEtE'Eare very important Factors to evaluate the
"'E.“‘ 3"icis::n. that is to say, the potential risk
shipping has been reluctant to
accept reliability techniques, therefore, in these days
5h1;CN*E"3 can get high beneFits From its wider
applicaticn. Among others. the ¥o11owing can be pointed




- 3et+gr spare parts management;
Reduction in supply Costs;
~ Optimization of new construction orders;
Ircrease in performance in older units.
7:r s zendedapplication of reliability concept it is
c ombine the e¥Fort o? the Following maritime
- Shipping companies.
Institutes o¥ maritime investigation.
IMaritime academies - Departments oF naval
arcnitecture and marine engineering.
s
ional associations with investigation
ritime administration.
- Marine manufacturers.
These entities must work in close connection and allocate
Facilities to centralize inFormation. However,For better
Grgafiiiatiofi, managementand standardized procedures it
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would be better to create a so called RELIABILITY
COMMISSION or COMMITTEE.
To _t_r. the System it would be adequate to elaborate
urvey inquest oF existing conditions in the Fleet. Thea s
data --qp1e: using tris procedure must be collected in the::a.- ' ' ' '
Followingsituations:
_ t'~|_,'_— .—, —­- ,_,u|..,4.a J.-- ,./\.u
—Temporary stay at the anchorage;
—Drydocking.
The input in;crmatidn must include the machinery and hull
Failures and the conditions leading to Failure. however,
the item: included depend on the level and extension o?
the reliability evaluation. There are also somestudies
oF reliability assessment oF speciFic items or conditions,
{or example, the Japanese classi¥ication society has
ted the inquest survey to investigate thec
reliability oF equipment in unattended machinery space
uenerally For the assessment of engine rooms,
equipment must be grouped as ¥ollows:
1. Mai‘ engine;
2. Electrical power generators;
3. Electrical equipment;
4. Gutomatior;
S. ReF igeration equipment;
6. Fuel storage, transfer and treatment;
7. Auxiliary equipment;
8. Shafting and its related equipment;
Piping and CDmP0“9”t53
Others.
only a basic guideline and can beThis ust be observed as
applied to general Cargo carriers. For specialized ships
the list must be carried out according to the
diversification o? the Engine room equipment’ Each 0;
thgga groups is identiFied as a system and divided into




This subsystem must te very reliable as with its
starting process becomes impossible.







H. Inlet and exhaust valves
This subsystem rotates
the the propeller and controls
Fuel delivery by a speed governor according to
100
This subsystem has a series connection totorque.
the starting subsystem. On starting, its normal
operation is only allowed by the Former subsystem
but in normal operation depends on the capability





E. Air supply and exhaust
These subsystems are not redundant so the Failure
oF any one implies the total failure of the system.
it is necessary to keep the reliability of all













6. Viscosity control and regulation
H-- Ifijector cooling
1. Fuel heaters




5. Power cylinder subsystem:
A. Cylinder heads
8. Cylinder liners










-. Inlet air Filters
The interfacing o¥ these subsystems can be seen in
.H .us case of hull assessment it can ye divided into
the ¥ollowing subsystems:
w
'1 -_ .. I. ­s. Cargo tnfinS or holds region;
h e y space;
4
S. Rudder;





















4.5 —Modelso¥ Statistical Distribution in Reliability
Evaluation of Electronic and Mechanical Equipment
4.5.1 - Introduction
There are several distributions that have been popular
in the equipment Failure distributions either in
experiments testing or in operation. Some oF these
distributions may have an application according to the
Flexibility to Fit data sampled Fromdiscriminated types
of equipment, For example, mechanical and electronic
eqgipflefit. The Flexibility oF certain distributions are
essential For their extended application that is whythe
l distribution has had increasing popularity among
bility engineers and other people with whomit is
as distributions reFerenced in this paper will not
1exhaust a 1 techniques that can be applied in the
reliability analysis. On the contrary, there are many
complementarytechniques applied according to the speciFic
conditicns Found. Those chosen are just because of their
Flexibility, easy Fit and wider application.
As a matter oF reference the more usual statistical




1 thi paper some details of the weibull and Exponentialn S '
mo:e1s are developed. The Former has extended application
.n mecuanical equipment and the latter in electronic
1 :
eq4ipment.
4.5.2 - The Exponential Distribution and its Application
his model is applied to items showing a constant
ilure rate, that is to say, the equipment whose Failure
v or can be allocated to the central part ot the
bathtub curve For the product liFetime.
In this model it is necessary to consider two
parameters: the MTTF ( mean time to Failure ) and MTBF
( mean time between Failures ) which are generally a
sour:e of conFusion and are identified as the same
parameter.
MTTFis applied to items discarded aFter the First
failure without repair and MTBFis applied to repairable
items. The MTBFis also wrongly identiFied as the mission
time. After these brie? considerations, in ¥igure 13
en ( discarded items ) which are
plotted against the distribution curves oi:
The top graph shows the reduction o¥ the occurrence of
Failure. However, the decreasing rate is more evident
during the early use oF equipment. The second graph From
the t0D shows the most common characteristic of the
exponential model, the constant Failure rate. The last
one shows the accumulation oF failures with time span.
The exponential model is a good estimation For data
available Fromthe Following situations:
—Modelling o¥ the Flat part oF the bathtub curve For
liFe time;
—Products to which the aging and wear out mechanisms
have no practical importance;
—Modelling oF constant Failure rate conditions.
week out conditions in late liFe of mechanical items
corresponding to the last part of the bathtub curve
’:r 1iFe tins.
4.5.2 The Ei;CFEFt1a1 Model in Experimental and
Operational Testing.
The tests applied can be identiFied in three groups:
- E act times with censoring - types I and 11
'i_- _l_..L.._.‘._'».J's.l|.
5 last one is typical oF the conditions Found in
Dperatififi afid can also represent when the Failure has more
than one cause.
"'|- ;.-L - . . .nnEd-.a collected in testing is Fitted t9 the model


















1o 20 30 40 so so 70 80 90 100
Timeunits
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Time units
Probability density, failure rate and cumulative failures (= 1 —
reliability) for the negative exponential distribution at the
mean times to failure (MTTF) marked on the curves
methods:




goodness of Fit which needs the Following steps:
1.­
l~.|
Grouping the failure data - Do not need to be in
equal ranges;
Estimate the Frequency oF Failures implied by the
theoretical model - exponential model;
each group the diFFerence between theE?‘'11
and observed Frequencies;
Square the differences and divide by the expected‘In
failures;
5 The number o¥ intervals From 1. minus one give the
degrees oF Freedom;
5. Us.ng the tables as: the required conFidence level
the model will or will not be rejected.
srould be p:.:ted oat tha the method is applied to
of the models reFerenced For reliability evaluation.
:an be classiFied as:
istograme;
F special probability graph paper.
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The First method has a lack oF accuracy but allows the
obtaining 9; approximation curves. To build this model it
is necessary to give the Following steps:
- Groupingthe Failure data at acceptable intervals;
Estimating the percentages For each group;
—Drawing the bar graph;
Trying to Fit the curve to the histogram.
The model will or will not be accepted according to the
Fittino. The secend method, which is much more accurate
nd oF quicker application, uses several types oF(IJ
probability paper to plot the Failure data. Generally the
c tance oF experimental or operational data by the
:e1 :e;ends upon whether the points plotted Fit a
straight line. This Fitting is acceptable on eyeball Fit.
However, For more accuracy the least - square method must
be used.
The graphical method allows several variations. Among
n Figures 14 and 15, it is suggested how to apply
the cumulative hazard method. The values plotted are
Fitted by a dashed straight line being its slope used to
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4.5.4 - The weibull Distribution
This made] is very good For analyzing the data
distribution in either early Failure or in wearout. It is
a quite Flexible model, thereFore, it does not have
universal application. This model is characterized by
three variable parameters - scale, shape and point
location - which gives the Flexibility. This model is
aule to Fit the Following distributions with more or less
a degree oF approximation:
“,;sre\pons*tial, associated with early Failure;
5 pcnential, associated with randomFailures;
Hzrnal, associated with wearout Failures Found in
the late liFe oF the mechanical items. ThereFore,
in this case there is only an rough approximation;
1 , associated with repair or
In Figure 15, the Neibull Functions curves are represented
with the variation oF shape parameter keeping constant
with the scale parameter.
"' —— ‘ - .' ,_' ___ . . . ..?e zatlmdtzofi -F the parameters oF a distribution 15
Ca""1Ed 0Ut DY Using a probability paper whose
coordinates represent the cumulative percentage Failures
against the time oF Failures. Any date Following the
weibull distribution must Fit a straight line with or
without correction. The slope oF this line a11ow5 the
es-imation oF parameters directly From the 553195 attached










Probability density, failure rate and cumulative failures (= 1 .­
reliability) for the Weibull distribution at the values of the








—— llml mnm ummu Jmnnn)
1; it is not Feasible to Fit a straight line to the
,-:«H,¢ 35:; there may be two reasons For this:.6---v' ­
- The data does not Follow the weibull model;
The point location parameter is not zero.
IF the last situation is present it is necessary to make
someCgrrections to get a straight line. The rejection oF
this model sometimes requires the physical inspection oF
Failure because it can be associated to several degraded
situations acting together and leading to Failure.
2 E E —The weibull Plotting Analysis
Summarized below are some graphs and a brieF analysis
of each:
Fromthis straight line the Following parameters
C. Point location = O
The value oF 2.7 represents a wearout type oF
Failure and the Failure rate is increasing
linearly.
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data was grouped in
Failure leading to estimate two values oF the shape
0.7 and 2.9. The First
which may be due to
parameters _ indicates _a
hyperexponential distribution
early Failure. The second value is approaching the
normal distribution prooving a wearout type oF
Failure and its quick increase.
Curved line and its rectiFication ( Figure 19 )
Tt.s p-:t gzxe an approximate curved line. To
estimate the parameters it is necessary to
st'a-g*te‘ the ctrwa. This was achieved by trial
the location point being obtained at + 1000. This
I I r r vl liFe, was added to all data and
the values achieved were replotted.
._ --__ -.-_|E: '...3! l '.:'...t :|::'...' incorrect procedures





s which. . _ .-_L_=-I='Jp.rr_'-‘ p:-I :'..:n:s.I:} ' intrinsic
oF
is one isolated point which
gives an




is not connected to
but
the other two modes oF Failure
requires physical inspection. Failing to
recognize a Failure mode leads to potential
unreliability. The lower graph, shows the wrong
7)tuimalaf
Cumulaflwfailure,plran!
., .a.. ... ._.. - ‘I .1 —- I
. _ _ I . —. .. C‘.
.. .I, _ _. .. ..
.. 1 . .. ..l ..
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(a) An example of mulfi-mode fatigue failure mechanisms.
(b) Illustrating how an analysis of the two modes simultan­
eously can suppress essential features of the process
RECOMMENDATIONS
From the dissertation, some points should be
emphasizedwhich need better consideration and evaluation
1. More eFFort in the design process For the achievement
oF higher indices oF reliability and its related
facters granting the conception of higher quality
equipment.
" A correct evaluation of the proFit return originated by
the introduction of reliability engineering concepts.
3. A correct deFinition o4 what reliability data to
sampling, the correct definition o¥ Failure and deFect
ts as the correct understanding of the Failure
standard methods in the assessment oF
ablishment of quick systems For data treatment
where the distance of the target, ¥or example, ship /
shore communication, does not matter.
6. An improvementof the probability and statistical
methodsapplied in reliability analysis.





o¥ the mechanical equipment Following the
‘rend in electronics and automation Fields­
assessment
Combination o¥ RMAto achieve:
—Better organization;
Less costs;
Less sp F5 56735;
JEfitETnar-gsxent oF all resources allocated to
maintenance.
In:y:yEIEnt5 in the training and education oF operators
and mazntainers to get the whole intrinsic reliability
a 5115415 in all equipment.
Unde'stand1ng how to gain better advantages in the
ittrizsic rsizability E?;1D1tat101 oF existing
equipment.
Dsvelcement oF RNAin contractual clauses underlining
the warranty.
2 terse: star:e‘:::at;on oF the jargon used in RNA.
E aluatzon of risks and safety taking into account the
Tflfi ccncects.
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